Talking to Neighbors: The Evolution of
Regional Meaning*
Kevin J. S. Zollman†‡
In seeking to explain the evolution of social cooperation, many scholars are using
increasingly complex game-theoretic models. These complexities often model readily
observable features of human and animal populations. In the case of previous games
analyzed in the literature, these modifications have had radical effects on the stability
and efficiency properties of the models. We will analyze the effect of adding spatial
structure to two communication games: the Lewis Sender-Receiver game and a modified
Stag Hunt game. For the Stag Hunt, we find that the results depart strikingly from
previous models. In all cases, the departures increase the explanatory value of the
models for social phenomena.

1. Introduction. In seeking to explain the emergence and maintenance of
cooperative social norms, philosophers, biologists, and economists regularly turn to game theory. Often the explanations and predictions provided by traditional equilibrium analysis are not adequate to account for
the practices we observe. As a result, scholars are increasingly using dynamic models. It is common to find the replicator dynamics, a simple
model of large population change, used in the philosophical and biological
literature. Economists often use other similar models called myopic best
response or probabilistic best response. Unfortunately, these dynamic
models have been unable to provide an adequate explanation for many
observed social behaviors. Even when these dynamics provide excellent
explanations, we might worry that these explanations are peculiar to the
particular dynamics and thus are not general explanations.
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In the search for an adequate explanation for cooperative social behavior, scholars are finding new ways to add analogues of animal social
life to their models. If the addition increases the propensity for cooperative
behavior in the model, then we have a potential explanation for the existence of such behavior in animal populations. For instance, some scholars are accommodating communication or spatial arrangement in their
models. Although these are not the only relevant features of animal social
life, both are readily present and are easily fit into the more general
dynamic models. If there is a general lesson to be drawn from the existing
literature on these two modifications it is that cooperation is rarely harmed
and sometimes helped by increasing the reality of the model. Of course,
this general lesson radically oversimplifies matters. Often in adding these
two complexities, new pitfalls for the evolution of cooperation are introduced. Occasionally the pitfalls are substantial enough to make cooperation less likely than in simpler models.
Although both communication and spatial arrangement have been studied in great detail individually, both modifications have not been studied
in combination. Studying the combined models provides us with two
opportunities to improve our explanations of social cooperation. First,
we can discover if increasing the complexity of the model adds explanatory
value. It might be the case that the more complex models behave in ways
analogous to the simpler models. If we discover this, we have some reason
to think that the simpler models provide the best possible explanation for
social cooperation without the addition of new, as of yet unstudied, features in animal populations. On the other hand, new features might emerge
and provide new analogues for other types of social behavior that could
not be explained by simpler models. Second, we can assess our general
lesson that the probability of cooperation increases as our model becomes
more realistic. It would be a mistake to uncritically extend the general
lesson, expecting that the combination would simply result in even more
cooperation. It is conceivable that the modifications might interfere with
each other, making cooperation less likely than in the simpler models.
This would of course be a disaster for those interested in modeling animal
cooperation, since both features are present simultaneously in cooperating
populations.
As a result, combining two previously studied modifications is of substantial importance to those interested in providing evolutionary explanations for social behavior. In order to begin this study, we will examine
two games: the Sender-Receiver game and Stag Hunt. Both games will
be embedded in a spatial network where each player is restricted to interacting only with her neighbors. In the case of the Stag Hunt, players
will also be allowed to send signals to their partners prior to choosing an
action in the base game. In both cases we discover that the richer model
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provides equally good or better explanations for the evolution of social
behavior than prior models. The results for the Stag Hunt are striking
because they depart radically from prior analysis, demonstrating that this
avenue of study has not been exhausted by analyzing the individual modifications independently.
In both of these games we will look at two types of cooperation. In
each game, some strategies are cooperative strategies, i.e., all players
would do better if they all played one of those strategies collectively.
Achieving cooperation is not as easy as it might seem; in these games
there is either more than one cooperative strategy or achieving the cooperative payoff requires a risk on the part of the individual players.
Investigating this type of cooperation will be our primary focus. Since
both games involve signals sent between two players, we will also analyze
the status of meaning of those signals. In asking if a signal has meaning,
we are simply asking whether, upon reception of the signal, a player can
be said to have any more information about either an unobserved state
of the world or about his opponent than he had prior to receiving that
signal.1 Formally, this is a question about the probabilistic dependence
between the signals and other unobserved information. In the case of the
Stag Hunt we are interested in determining the effect that signals have
on the population and if they have any unique effect on the outcomes
we observe.
2. The Sender-Receiver Game. In Convention (1969), David Lewis suggests that meaning can be completely explained by describing the communicators as using a strategy in a repeated cooperation game. Consider
for example a simple situation of communication. A person, ‘the sender’,
has some private information about the state of the world. Her partner,
‘the receiver’, must choose an action. If the receiver acts in accordance
with the state of the world, then both players receive a positive payoff,
otherwise they get nothing. The sender has at her disposal a set of signals
which she can employ in coordinating the receiver’s actions with the state
of the world. To simplify the case, suppose there are two acts, signals,
and states of the world, and each state of the world is equally likely to
occur. In this case there are two equilibria which achieve the highest
possible payoff:2 one where signal 1 is only sent in state one and signal
2 is sent in state two and a second where the signals are inverted. There
1. For a discussion of the philosophical import of analyzing this feature of meaning
see Grim et al. 2001.
2. Here we are referring to pure strategy Nash Equilibrium (Nash 1950). A set of
strategy choices is a Nash Equilibrium if and only if no player can do better by
unilaterally changing her strategy.
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are also babbling equilibria. Babbling equilibria are composed of players
who send the same signal regardless of the state of the world or who take
the same act given either signal. Since the signals do not contribute to
correct action in these equilibria, the players do not receive the highest
payoff. However, since these states are Nash Equilibria, no player can
improve by unilaterally changing her strategy.
Unfortunately, the assumptions employed by standard equilibrium
analysis require such extensive cognitive capabilities that one might wonder if humans are capable of such complexity (much less animals with
lower cognitive abilities). While rational choice theory might be able to
account for the emergence of signaling systems in populations of humans
that already possess some language, it cannot explain the emergence of
the first human signaling systems, nor can it explain the emergence of
signaling systems among other living things.
Yet signaling systems do emerge in these populations. Lewis suggests
that features such as natural salience might account for the emergence of
signaling systems. Certainly this might be the case in the emergence of
some signals (e.g., hieroglyphic representations), but it cannot account
for all signaling systems. Crawford and Sobel (1982) suggest that signaling
equilibria are focal and thus chosen by players observing them. Unfortunately, this explanation only pushes the evolutionary question back onto
the psychological functions that result in particular equilibria being focal.
In addition, in many signaling games it is hard to see how one signaling
system is focal. Furthermore, neither Lewis’ nor Crawford and Sobel’s
suggestions can account for the emergence of signaling in creatures with
low cognitive capacities.
In an attempt to determine whether signaling systems could emerge
among humans, absent focal points, or natural salience, Blume et al.
(1998) undertook an experiment to determine if signaling systems would
spontaneously emerge. They discovered that with signals devoid of prior
meaning, small groups of human players were able to converge to one
signaling system within a very short time (under 20 plays). So, how can
we explain this emergence?
Using the tools of evolutionary game theory, Skyrms (1996) attempts
to provide this explanation. Here, Skyrms makes no assumptions about
the rationality or knowledge of the players. Each player is described entirely by a strategy choice which involves a choice of a unique signal in
each state and a unique act given a signal. After playing as both the sender
and receiver against a random opponent, the players then reproduce proportional to their payoff relative to other players in the population. This
rule governing the population’s transition is commonly called the replicator dynamics. Here we discover, in accordance with our observations
about the natural world, that signaling systems evolve from a vast majority
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of population starting points. In fact, signaling systems are the only evolutionarily stable strategies—they cannot be invaded by nonsignalers and
they will invade any other population. Despite the loss of rational actors
and complete knowledge, we still seem entitled to use Lewis’ signaling
systems as an explanation of the emergence and continuance of simple
languages in a vast array of contexts.
One might object that Skyrms has merely abandoned one set of implausible assumptions in favor of another. The replicator dynamics makes
a series of assumptions regarding the type of population and interactions
unlikely to occur in the natural world. In order to account for this worry,
we might switch and use a different model where players are restricted
to playing only with a few people. If by making this switch we discover
radically different results, we might question the applicability of Skyrms’
results. There are many possible kinds of spatial models; here we will use
one of them which allows for the best analysis of signaling games.
Our new model involves a group of 10,000 players arranged in a square.
Each player plays the game against each of eight neighbors (known as
the Moore-8 neighborhood).3 In order to avoid problems that might arise
for players on the edges, the square is mapped onto a torus so every player
has eight neighbors. In each round every player acts both as a sender and
receiver with each neighbor. After playing with every neighbor, each player
chooses a new strategy based on the performance of his neighbors. If a
neighbor has done better than him, he switches to that neighbor’s strategy.4
If more than one strategy has done better than him, but equally well as
each other, he chooses one of these strategies at random. To simplify the
strategy choice, we will define a strategy as both a sender strategy and a
receiver strategy.
If we randomly assign each player to one of the sixteen available strategies (four sender strategies combined with four receiver strategies), do
we still observe the emergence of signaling systems in this new model?
Indeed we do, but in this case we almost always observe the presence of
both possible signaling systems. An example of this is illustrated in Figure
1,5 where white represents one signaling system and black indicates
another.
3. A model similar this has been used to study a Prisoner’s Dilemma like game by
Nowak and May (1993) and Nowak, Bonhoeffer, and May (1994) and a repeated
Prisoner’s Dilemma by Grim, Mar, and St. Denis (1998). This spatial model was applied
to bargaining games by Alexander and Skyrms (1999).
4. We can interpret this change either as a player imitating the actions taken by another
who does better or that unsuccessful players die off and are replaced by more successful
neighbors.
5. Both figures were generated with Jason McKenzie Alexander’s Evolutionary Modeling Lab software.
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Figure 1. Spatial Sender-Receiver.

In Skyrms’ model using the replicator dynamics, it was possible for
both signaling systems to be present in an equilibrium. If each of the two
signaling systems composed exactly half of the population then the population would remain in that state. But in Skyrms’ model this state is
highly unstable; if either signaling system gets the smallest gain over the
other, it will quickly take over the population. In the spatial model, this
state is neutrally stable, which is to say that although some possible mutations will not be eliminated, they will not cause large scale changes in
the structure of the population.6 The largest change caused by a mutation
would be the elimination of one of the smaller pockets that is surrounded
by another signaling system.
In a random sample of 10,000 possible starting points all populations
evolved to a state containing only signaling systems. However, it is important to note that there does exist a small proportion of starting points
which will result in populations that are not engaged in a signaling system.
6. Even if we relax our dynamics slightly and allow players to switch if a neighbor
does equally as well as he, this state remains stable since every border player sees an
interior player of his type but no (completely) interior player of the other type. As a
result, the border player will constantly imitate his interior neighbor.
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These populations are either entirely composed of babblers or each signaler in the population is completely surrounded by babblers. Babblers
come in two varieties. One employs half of a signaling system—when they
are the sender they send a different signal in each state of the world, but
always take the same action (or vice versa). The other variety consistently
babbles—they send the same signal in both states and take the same action
regardless of the signal they receive. All of these states can be invaded
by signalers. If the population is composed of babblers of the first type,
then a single mutation to the appropriate signaling system will quickly
lead the population to a state composed entirely of that signaling system.
On the other hand, if the population is composed of the second type, a
successful invasion requires that two signalers be neighbors. This is not
as unlikely as it might seem; since a single mutation will not be eliminated
in a population composed of babblers, it will do no worse than its neighbors. Our mutant need only wait for one of her neighbors to switch.
Populations composed of both types of babblers may also be invaded by
either one or two mutations.
As suggested earlier, one might worry that these results represent an
artifact of the dynamics and not a more general phenomenon. Happily,
there are two similar results in the literature using either different games
or different dynamics. Berninghaus and Schwalbe (1996) analyze a class
of games known as cooperative games which are very similar to ours. In
their model the players interact with four neighbors (N, S, E, W) and
determine their strategy based on myopic best-reply. Myopic best-reply
is also a deterministic dynamic for strategy choice; however with bestreply, each player chooses the strategy that would provide the highest
payoff against the strategies used by her opponents on the previous round.
Despite the prevalence of myopic best-reply in the literature, we choose
not to use it. As an explanation of simple animal behavior, myopic bestreply is overly complex. Bacteria are not capable of determining even the
myopic best-reply. On the other hand, as an explanation of human behavior, this dynamic is overly simple. It does not allow for evaluation of
the future nor does it allow one to choose different strategies against
different opponents. As alluded to above, the dispute is purely academic
since Berninghaus and Schwalbe also observe that two conventions can
coexist in spatial populations.
Grim et al. (2001) analyze a slightly different game using our imitation
dynamics. The most notable difference in their game is that the sender
does not receive any payoff for successful communication. Grim et al.
also find similar results in their game. Two signaling systems quickly take
over and peacefully coexist with each other. They also consider another
dynamic where the players ‘breed’ with their most successful neighbor
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TABLE 1.

Stag
Hare

Stag

Hare

(4, 4)
(3, 0)

(0, 3)
(3, 3)

rather than merely imitating them. In this dynamic two signaling systems
emerge but one eventually completely takes over the population.
In these models the signals’ meaning must be analyzed differently than
it was in the replicator dynamic model. If the population is taken as a
whole, neither signal provides much information about the state of the
world. Receiving signal one from a random member of the population
leaves one with only the smallest increase in information about the state
of the world than one had prior to the signal.7 Leaving the analysis of
meaning at that would be to miss something important about the population. Our dynamics almost always result in a population where there
are no babblers; many players perfectly coordinate with their neighbors.
Notice that if you are aware of the region from which the signaler was
chosen, you now have perfect information about the state of the world.
So each signal can be said to have acquired regional meaning.
It appears that replacing the replicator dynamics with a more realistic
dynamic has not harmed our explanation for the evolution of meaning
in simple sender-receiver games. Our certainty of the evolution of meaning
has not been swayed. In fact, as we increased the realism of our model,
we also gained an explanation of another observed result: different signaling systems evolve in the world and the signaling system a player uses
is dependent on his location in the population.
3. The Stag Hunt. In the case of the Lewis Sender-Receiver game, one
is not risking much by playing a signaling system. Although one runs the
risk that one’s neighbors will all choose the opposite signaling system,
for the most part playing a signaling system is a relatively safe endeavor.
This game certainly does not correspond to all situations in which communication might arise. In fact, we often need to determine if we should
take a risk in order to secure a better result based on what we expect
others to do. One of these situations is well modeled in the Stag Hunt
(illustrated in Table 1). Two players go out to hunt and each individual
chooses independently to hunt either a stag or a hare. If they cooperate
they can kill a stag, which provides the highest payoff. If a player chooses
to hunt a hare, she may kill it without the aid of her partner, however
7. In the example pictured in Figure 1 the signal does give some information, since
one signaling system is more prevalent than another. However, the difference is small
and so too would be the information provided by the signal.
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TABLE 2.

Stag
Hare

Stag

Hare

(15, 15)
(8, 0)

(0, 8)
(7, 7)

the value of the hare is less than that of the stag. This game has two pure
strategy Nash equilibria: one where both players hunt stag and one where
both players hunt hare. The stag hunting equilibrium is payoff dominant
because in this equilibrium both players receive higher payoffs than they
would in any other equilibrium. The hare hunting equilibrium is less risky
since each player is guaranteed to receive a payoff regardless of the actions
of her partner.
If we analyze this game using the replicator dynamics, we discover that
stag hunting will take over in less than one quarter of the starting population states. If more than three quarters of the population hunts stag,
stag hunting will take over; hare hunting will take over otherwise. The
two stable equilibrium states of the population are “All hunt stag” and
“All hunt hare.” In order to switch from the hare hunting equilibrium to
the other, over three quarters of the population must simultaneously
switch from one strategy to the other. As the ratio between the payoff
for stag hunting and the payoff for hare hunting becomes smaller (e.g.,
making Hare pay 3.5 instead of 3), the basin of attraction for stag hunting
shrinks. Also, as this ratio becomes smaller it becomes easier to switch
from a stag hunting equilibrium to a hare hunting equilibrium and harder
to switch from hare to stag. It seems the standard replicator dynamics
does not do well in explaining the evolution of cooperation in a game
like the stag hunt.
This game can be modified in any number of ways. In keeping with
the Sender-Receiver game, we will focus on communication and spatial
structure. First, we can allow each player to send a signal to the other.
Through the evolutionary process these signals might acquire meaning
that would assist in the evolution of cooperation. Second, we can change
the interaction structure as we did above—placing the individuals on a
surface where they are constrained to interact only with those around
them. Each of these modifications has been studied in some detail individually. Here we will briefly summarize the results in turn.
3.1. Stag Hunt with Communication. Aumann (1990) raises a concern
about the prospect of costless preplay communication in a game like the
stag hunt. If we change the simple stag hunt above to a slightly different
payoff structure, pictured in Table 2, we might lose communication as a
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facilitator of cooperation.8 Aumann argues that since both stag hunters
and hare hunters would prefer their partners to hunt stag, the signals
would have no meaning. Receiving a cooperative signal from one’s partner
would give a player no information regarding her partner’s intentions
since her partner might plan to hunt hare but wish to receive the higher
payoff. This conjecture has received substantial treatment in the literature
and it is not our aim to address its plausibility for rational choice theories
here. However, it would be interesting to know if such a modification
would have a negative effect on the evolution of cooperation.
Skyrms (2002) analyzed this stag hunt with signals devoid of prior
meaning using the replicator dynamics.9 Each player had two signals
which she could send to her partner, she could then choose an action
which could be dependent on the signal sent by her opponent. In a random
sample of 10,000 starting points 75% stabilized with all players hunting
stag. The remaining populations were divided between two population
states: 13% ended with all players hunting hare and 11% ended in a new
polymorphic equilibrium which will be discussed in more detail below.10
So it appears that contrary to Aumann’s conjecture, signals can provide
a substantial catalyst for cooperative behavior.
3.2. Spatial Stag Hunt. Ellison (1993) analyzed the Stag Hunt on a
circle, where each player plays with his two neighbors. Players update
their strategies based on the best-reply dynamics used by Berninghaus
and Schwalb. Most populations will quickly converge to all hunting hare.
It would require almost miraculous mutations for the population to escape
this state. As previously noted, one might worry about the best-reply
dynamics as providing adequate explanations for the behavior of any
creature. In addition, one might worry about the circle—since it allows
for only one type of border between players, it might prohibit certain
types of coexistence that would be possible in differently arranged
populations.
In order to address the second worry, Lee and Valentinyi (2000) studied
the best-reply dynamics on a two dimensional lattice. As in Berninghaus
8. In fact, this payoff structure is even more amenable to cooperative play than the
one suggested by Aumann. Aumann’s Stag Hunt involves higher payoffs for hare
hunting (while maintaining the ordinal structure of the payoffs). We will call any Stag
Hunt where a hare hunter would prefer his partner hunt stag an Aumann Stag Hunt.
9. Skyrms presents his results for the Stag Hunt pictured in Table 2. Since this game
is the least hostile to cooperative play among possible Aumann Stag Hunts, the results
were most striking. He also analyzed several other payoff structures and achieved
similar results.
10. The missing 1% is due to rounding error; for the exact numbers see Skyrms 2002.
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and Schwalbe (1996), players were constrained to interact only with their
nearest four neighbors. Lee and Valentinyi analyzed a model where there
were no mutations. They analyzed the limit behavior of the population
as the size of the lattice grew to infinity. Even without mutations, hare
hunting would take over the population with probability one.
Concern over the former of the two worries led Skyrms (2004) to use
the same spatial model used in the Sender-Receiver game to analyze the
Stag Hunt. In simulation he finds that stag hunting takes over in 99% of
the starting populations he sampled. In order to determine the culprit in
Ellison’s model, Skyrms also considers populations placed on a circle
where the players update based on imitate-the-best dynamics. Here we
find that neither hare hunting nor stag hunting is contagious. If there is
any group of three or more stag hunters surrounded by hare hunters they
will remain, since the edge players see an interior player who successfully
hunts stag with each of his neighbors. The border hare hunters will not
switch since they do better than the border stag hunters (the only stag
hunters they see). If we allow the players to see beyond their interaction
neighborhood (so a player might imitate either his neighbors or his neighbors’ neighbors), then the border hare hunter will see a successful stag
hunter and stag hunting will take over.
It is hard to draw a general lesson from all of these different interactions.
Stag hunting does well in two-dimensional populations with imitate-thebest dynamics and one-dimensional populations with large imitation
neighborhoods. Stag hunting can survive while not invading in onedimensional populations using imitate-the-best dynamics. And stag hunting is worse off with best-reply dynamics in spatial populations than it
was with any dynamic in a random encounter model.
So how do we resolve these divergent results? In spatial games it seems
that although some dynamics help stag hunting, others harm it. If we
add communication instead of spatial structure, stag hunting seems to be
helped somewhat although not as much as in some spatial models. In
order to resolve this question, we can look at one model where both
spatial structure and communication are present. We will use the same
communication structure used by Skyrms (2002) and the same dynamics
we used above to analyze the Sender-Receiver game.
3.3. Spatial Stag Hunt with Communication. Following Skyrms (2002)
we will represent each strategy with a 3-tuple: ASignal to send, Act to take
if signal 1, Act to take if signal 2S. We have eight strategies, four types
for each signal. For the sake of simplicity, we will name each of the four
strategies. Stag Hunters will hunt stag with players who send either signal,
Nationalists will hunt stag only with those who send the same signal they
sent their partner, Individualists will hunt stag only with a player who sent
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Figure 2. Spatial Communication Stag Hunt.

the opposite signal, and Hare Hunters always hunt hare. As with the
Sender-Receiver game, we will place the players in a 100 by 100 lattice
and use the imitate-the-best dynamics.
Again starting the population at a random starting point and allowing
it to evolve until it reaches a stable state, we find that almost all populations evolve to a state like the one pictured in Figure 2. Here we have
six of the eight strategies peacefully coexisting. Despite the presence of
so many strategies, everyone is hunting stag! Nationalists are surrounded
by Stag Hunters who send the same signal. Individualists are surrounded
by Stag Hunters who send the opposite signal. And the only prolonged
borders between two strategies who send different signals are between the
two types of Stag Hunters.
Unlike the Sender-Receiver game, the stability of this state depends on
inertia built into the model. Remember, a player will only switch his
strategy if a neighbor has done better than him. Since in Figure 2 all
players are hunting stag with all of their neighbors, all players are receiving
the same payoff. Should we relax the inertia assumption and allow players
to switch to an equally good strategy with some probability, the state will
regularly change. The Nationalists will disperse themselves throughout
the island of Stag Hunters in which they are contained. However, the
Nationalists will always be surrounded by Stag Hunters who send the
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same signal. One should not expect this to result in any one strategy
invading, since each border player is equally likely to switch to a
neighbor’s strategy. However, the state will not be stable in the same way.
Although many starting points evolved to states where the population
did not completely hunt stag, stag hunting was very prevalent (average
proportion of the players hunting stag was greater than .999 and no
population hunted less than 98.9% stag in 10,000 trials). In a significant
number of the cases the population did not reach a stable state in 10,000
generations (approximately 13%). But even in those populations, most
players were hunting stag in the final generation. These results were not
substantially altered by increasing the return for hare hunting (without
surpassing the payoff for stag-stag),11 by modifying the mutation rate, or
by changing the structure to an Aumann’s Stag Hunt.12 Aumann Stag
Hunts took on average three times longer to reach stability (among those
populations that eventually stabilized), but they were mostly hunting stag
when they did.
This is not the only good news for social cooperation. As was the case
in Skyrms’ 2002 article, any population of Hare Hunters with an unused
signal can be invaded by two neighboring Nationalists using the extra
signal as a “secret handshake.”13 A Nationalist who uses the other signal
will hunt hare against all of her Hare Hunter neighbors and so will do
no worse. If one of her neighbors should switch to her strategy, they will
now cooperate only with each other and as a result achieve a higher payoff
than any of their neighbors. After a sufficient number of generations, the
entire population will convert to their strategy. This new population is
neutrally stable.
Unlike the simple communication game, the secret handshake can be
used even in populations with both signals. Consider the following population: the only two strategies are the Hare Hunters and one agent has
eight neighbors who all send the same signal. This agent can now use the
11. The results reported here were for a borderline Stag Hunt where stag-stag paid 2
and hare hunting paid 1. This situation is the most conducive to cooperation since a
player only needs half of her neighbors to hunt stag to make stag hunting as profitable
as hare hunting. Although the average number of stag hunters decreased as the payoffs
grew closer together, it did not drop below 96% until hare hunting paid 7/8 that of
stag hunting. It is unsurprising that this ratio would be important since each player
has eight neighbors.
12. In the standard Stag Hunt 99.86% of the population hunted stag at the end of the
run (stability or 10,000 generations). In the Aumann Stag Hunt, with payoffs 4, 3, and
2, 99.51% hunted stag at the end. As with the standard Stag Hunt as the return for
hare hunting grew, the proportion of hare hunters grew, but only by a relatively small
amount.
13. The notion of a secret handshake is due to Robson (1990).
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other signal as a secret handshake. She need only wait for one of her
neighbors to mutate to a cooperative strategy, and in one generation they
will convert the three-by-three square. Now if they encounter Hare Hunters who use the other signal, the signal is no longer a secret handshake.
This is of no consequence because there are enough of them to overcome
the harm of the Hare Hunters. Since most starting populations composed
entirely of Hare Hunters will have one player entirely surrounded by one
strategy, we should expect most Hare Hunting populations will be invaded
by cooperative strategies.14
This invasion is only possible if the payoff for hare hunting is less than
5/8s the payoff for stag hunting. Otherwise the three-by-three square of
stag hunters simply remains at that size. However, if we enlarge the imitation neighborhood, so that each player will imitate-the-best neighbor
out of the nearest twenty-four or more players, all payoff structures can
be invaded (so long as the game is still a Stag Hunt).15 This invasion is
possible since a border Hare Hunter could see an interior Stag Hunter
who perfectly coordinates with her neighbors. Since every Stag Hunt game
involves a higher payoff for Stag Hunting, this interior Stag Hunter will
receive a higher payoff than any Hare Hunter.
Skyrms discovered that signaling introduced a new polymorphic equilibrium into his replicator dynamic model. In this equilibrium the population is evenly divided between the two types of Individualists. Here
each half of the population will hunt stag with the other half, but not
with themselves! This seems the most counterintuitive result of this model
since it is rare to find groups that refuse to cooperate with their own kind
but are willing to cooperate with others. In the replicator dynamic model,
this state is completely stable, any mutation will be eliminated by the
dynamics. In our spatial model, however, this population can now be
invaded. The state itself takes on some strange properties when placed in
a spatial setting. The population is never stable—most players switch to

14. We can look at this game on a circle and we find similar results to the ones we
observed with the regular spatial Stag Hunt on a circle. Groups of three or more Hare
Hunters who all send the same signal can be invaded by Nationalists using the other
signal as a secret handshake. Unless the imitation neighborhood is large, then the
invasion only stops with each of those groups.
15. This requirement is even more strict if we are considering an Aumann stag hunt.
There the payoff for hunting stag must be greater than the payoff for hunting hare
against a Hare Hunter plus 3/5ths of the payoff for hunting hare against a Stag Hunter.
But this condition can also be eliminated by enlarging the imitation neighborhood.
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playing the opposite strategy in each generation.16 However, if a player
mutates to a Stag Hunter and his neighbors will cooperate with him, then
he will invade the population. In simulation, with an average of one
mutation per generation, every population starting with only Individualists resulted in a state with all players hunting stag. Convergence to this
state was relatively fast, occurring on average in 107 generations.
One might wonder how much work the signals are doing in our new
simulation. After all, in the spatial Stag Hunt using the imitation dynamics, stag hunting took over in 99% of the trials.17 Perhaps the signals are
merely ‘staying out of the way’ while stag hunting takes over. Even if that
were the case, it would have been an important result that the signals did
stay out of the way. One might have expected that the spatial signal game
would look more like the replicator dynamic game than the spatial Stag
Hunt game. But in fact, signals have contributed something. In the spatial
Stag Hunt without communication, a population of all hare hunters requires at least six simultaneous mutations in order to be invaded by stag
hunters.18 In the spatial Stag Hunt with communication, only two nonsimultaneous mutations are required to invade all hare hunting
populations.
In addition, one might look at the information conveyed by the signals
in the most common end population (e.g., the one pictured in Figure 2).
In that population, the signals have more global meaning than they had
initially. Each signal corresponds to one of three types, not four. And the
probability that a signal 1 sender is a Stag Hunter or a Nationalist is very
high. In addition, signals provide strong evidence of a player’s propensity
to cooperate with another who sends the same signal.19 Finally, the signals
have acquired a similar type of regional meaning we observed in the spatial

16. The switching is caused by corner players who have more Individualists who send
the opposite signal surrounding them. Since this corner player does well (he successfully
cooperates with most of his neighbors), his neighbors imitate him on the next round.
But now, the benefit is lost since he is surrounded by others that send the same signal.
17. This is comparing our game to the Spatial Stag Hunt using imitation dynamics.
It would be nice to compare our results to other dynamics like myopic best response.
Unfortunately, best response dynamics are not well defined for communication games
like these. For any strategy there is a minimum of two best responses. So, the dynamics
becomes much more complex. Either the entire population chooses a best response at
random and is constantly changing, or we make a particular strategy the default and
run the risk of tainting the results.
18. This number depends on the specifics of the payoff matrix, but must be at least
six if the game is a Stag Hunt.
19. This is not perfect information since a few Individualists have survived.
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Sender-Receiver game. In different regions, the signal conveys perfect
information about a player’s type.20
4. Conclusion. What of our two concerns that motivated us to begin this
investigation? Our first concern was to discover if the combination of two
previously studied modifications (i.e., signaling and spatial arrangement)
would result in any new results or if it would just be more of the same.
We found that things were much different in the combined models than
they were in the simpler models. In the case of the Sender-Receiver game,
we found that we had a new explanation for the emergence of different
signaling systems in the same population; this could not be explained by
the simpler model. In the Stag Hunt, we observed a radically different
population than could even be conceived in either of the simpler models
present in the literature.
Our second endeavor was to test the general lesson—that cooperation
is helped by increasing the complexity of our model. The answer to this
question is more complicated. At the outset we defined two types of
cooperation. The first type of cooperation is achievement of the pareto
optimum payoff (i.e., the payoff which benefited both players the most).
Here we found the general lesson was confirmed. In the case of the SenderReceiver game, most players continued to achieve the highest payoff by
coordinating with all of their neighbors. Cooperation did well in the Stag
Hunt; a noncooperative equilibrium (composed of individualists) was
eliminated from the simple communication game and stable populations
in the communication game could now be invaded. Our second type of
cooperation is the achievement of meaning. Here we found that population-wide meaning was harmed by the addition of spatial structure.
However, we were able to save a weaker version of meaning by relativizing
meaning to regions in our model. Overall, the general lesson seems to be
confirmed: increasing the reality of the model does assist in the evolution
of cooperative behavior in the Sender-Receiver and Stag Hunt games.
However, it seems that the simpler models have not said all there is to
say about cooperation and spatial structure as explanations of social
cooperation.
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